
   
> New CST packages eliminate the

jigsaw of complexity and costs in
waste water, recycling and green
energy sustainability projects

  
  

 

New engineer-and-build water and waste
water treatment and recycling packages
are being introduced by CST Wastewater
Solutions for industries and municipalities
that want to lower the cost… for more

  

 

  

 

  
> Latest anaerobic and water recycling

technology to feature at CST’s Food
Technology Queensland stand F30
this June

  
  

 

Leading exponents of locally and globally
successful wastewater-to-energy projects
for agribusiness and industry will feature
on the CST Wastewater Solutions stand
F30... for more

  

 

 

 

  
> Low maintenance waste water

project demonstrates widely
applicable efficiency and OHS gains
with CST wastewater technology

  
  

 

High efficiency fine screening technology
engineered to deliver low maintenance
performance with reduced OHS hazards for
municipal and industrial waste water
schemes is demonstrating... for more

  

 

  

 

  
> Waste technologies transform

problems to profit as water
innovators combat the twin impact
of drought and pollution

  
  

 

Anaerobic digestion processes that
radically improve the quality of waste
water while delivering green energy
extracted from biological waste streams
are emerging as a profitable... for more

  

 

 
For more information, please visit www.cstwastewater.com

  
Australasian management
strongly supports
environmental initiatives –
but wants a solution to the
gap between promise and
performance

  

 

 

A new study of Australian
management attitudes towards
environmental initiatives involving
cleaner water and greener energy
has found strongly increasing
support among the people who are
key to making such projects happen.

 

   

 

The study, commissioned by CST
Wastewater Solutions, finds industry
is convinced about the potential
financial viability of sustainable
energy and water initiatives, if
sanguine about the failure rate in
Australia and New Zealand so far.

“100% of our respondents strongly
or somewhat agree that they are
“passionate” about sustainability. We
were expecting ambivalence around
attitudes emanating from Chief
Financial Officers and found some,
though we found less ambivalence
than expected. Over 90% of
respondents believe their CFO is
receptive to sustainability initiatives
with a strong cost justification," for

 

  



more...
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